
Where to see your favourite acts

H O U S E  O F  B L U E S
3 2 9  N  D E A R B O R N  S T

Lovers of blues music in all its glorious forms 
will enjoy at the chain’s original outpost. 
Catch live blues every night of the week  

– plus jazz, rootsy rock and sharp stand-up 
comedy – or settle in for a spiritually 

nurturing Gospel Brunch on Sundays, when 
local and regional gospel singers rock the 

aisles and you might just finish up on stage 
giving the event your inspirational best.

T H E  G R E E N  M I L L 
CO C K TA I L  LO U N G E

4 8 0 2  N  B R O A D WAY

Al Capone may no longer rule the roost at 
the Green Mill as he did when it was a key 

Prohibition speakeasy, but a trace of 
licentiousness still lingers at this uptown jazz 
club equally fêted for its poetry nights. Watch 

the cream of the local jazz crop play here 
until the wee small hours.

T H E  M E T R O
3 7 3 0  N  C L A R K  S T

The city’s premier venue opened in 1982  
with REM rocking the main room. Since then 
it has hosted an enviable roll call of Chicago 
rock royalty including Smashing Pumpkins, 
Sleater-Kinney and Fall Out Boy. The Smart 
Bar below is a good place to chill when the 
crush gets too much, or sample old school 

Chicago house here on Sundays.

TAO
6 3 2  N  D E A R B O R N  S T

A glitzy new danceteria set inside a pricey 
Asian restaurant with lavish décor, Tao 

opened only last September but has already 
seen the likes of Deadmau5 and DJ Ruckus 

rock the joint. As with its counterparts in New 
York City and Los Angeles, California, it 

features stunning lighting, special effects  
and a cavernous interior.

The story of Chicago’s identity is written in its eclectic  
mix of districts, from foodie West Loop to the hipster 
Logan Square. Jay Gentile recommends six of the best 

N EIGH BOU R HO OD  WATCH

Chicago is probably most famous for 
deep-dish pizza, hot dogs, the Chicago 
Bears American football team and a rich 
music heritage that includes blues and 
jazz. Yet the defining characteristics of 
the city are most readily apparent within 
its many diverse neighbourhoods. 

With 77 varied and vibrant districts, 
the Windy City can be more accurately 
described as a city of neighbourhoods, 

each of which has a unique feel and 
character. From Downtown’s Chinatown 
and Historic Theatre district, the North 
Side’s upscale and picturesque Lincoln 
Park, Barack Obama’s former home area 
of Hyde Park on the South Side, to the 
hipster-approved Logan Square area 
extending to the west, no trip to Chicago 
is complete without a journey to the 
mixture of neighbourhoods.

1
W I C K E R  PA R K

As the traditional home  
of many top music clubs, 
Wicker Park hasn’t lost  
its cool. While it has been 
decades since eminent 
American rock bands such 
as the Smashing Pumpkins 
called this neighbourhood 
home, now pushchairs and 
kombucha shops coexist  
in relative harmony with 
the long-time dive bars  
that give this historically 
working-class district 
much of its character.  
The intersection of North 
Avenue, Damen Avenue 
and Milwaukee Avenue is 
buzzing with action, with 
the new Robey Hotel, left, 
offering views overlooking 
the action from its rooftop 
bar, the Up Room. 

4
L I N C O L N  PA R K

An upscale neighbourhood 
on Chicago’s north side, 
this is one of the city’s 
most beautiful locations, 
home of popular North 
Avenue Beach and the free 
Lincoln Park Zoo located 
within the leafy public 
park, right, that bears the 
district’s name. The district 
is easily accessible on the 
Mass Transit System. Catch 
a show at world-famous 
comedy venue the Second 
City, learn some local 
history at the Chicago 
History Museum, or treat 
yourself to a romantic 
dinner at North Pond. And 
after a long night trying 
some of the many bars, a 
trip to legendary local hot 
dog stand the Wiener’s 
Circle is likely on the cards.

2
W E S T  L O O P

If your idea of cultural 
exploration involves sitting 
at a table and eating (and 
then sitting at a table and 
eating some more), the 
West Loop is where you’ll 
want to base operations. 
Arguably considered 
Chicago’s foodie 
neighbourhood, it unfurls  
a crowded landscape of 
culinary stars along its 
“restaurant row” of 
Randolph Street, including 
local favourites Girl & the 
Goat and Au Cheval, while 
its historic Greektown 
district offers traditional 
family-style dining. From 
breakfast at historic diner 
Lou Mitchell’s to a nightcap 
at A-list cocktail emporium 
The Aviary, you won’t have 
to go far to find good food.

5
T H E  L O O P

This downtown district is 
packed with the city’s most 
famous sites, including the 
renowned Art Institute of 
Chicago and Millennium 
Park with its Cloud Gate 
statue, right. Explore the 
recently revitalised 
Chicago Riverwalk winding 
along the Chicago River, 
and admire the skyline  
on a stroll along Michigan 
Avenue, stopping off for 
relaxation (or a raucous 
Lollapalooza gig) in nearby 
Grant Park. Catch a show 
at the historic Chicago 
Theatre, snap the Picasso 
in Daley Plaza, and refresh 
at Cindy’s, the Chicago 
Athletic Association Hotel 
rooftop bar overlooking 
Lake Michigan. 

3
L O G A N  S Q UA R E

The trendsetting boom in 
Logan Square in recent 
years has reached a point 
of near completion, with 
the “hipster highway” that 
is Milwaukee Avenue 
packed with trendy 
restaurants, bars and 
brewpubs that help keep 
its nightlife buzzing year 
round. Sip drinks at cool 
craft-cocktail bars Scofflaw 
and the Whistler, dine at 
highly acclaimed 
restaurants Giant and Fat 
Rice, or dance until the 
wee hours at the Owl and 
Slippery Slope. The area 
also boasts a pair of leafy 
historic boulevards and is 
within easy access of the 
606 urban hiking trail 
extending along a former 
elevated railway line.
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hicago, Illinois, is  
well known as a major 
American rail hub  
– and that’s actually  
a fairly apt analogy 
when it comes to the 
city’s broad and rich 

musical heritage too. After all, this is 
the city that has produced stars from 
Sam Cooke and Curtis Mayfield to Kanye 
West and the band Chicago itself.

The rails played a crucial role in the 
mass movement of people to the city. 
African Americans from southern 
states who moved to the Windy City  
in the Great Migration in the first  
half of the 20th century brought with 
them a range of musical influences.

Jazz may have its origins in the 
flophouses and bordellos of New 
Orleans, but in Chicago it fused with 
the sound of the Mississippi Delta to 
create Chicago-style jazz, spearheaded 
by the likes of cornetist Jimmy 
McPartland and tenor sax player  
Bud Freeman. 

Chicago jazz is characterised by  
its simple rhythms and extravagant 
solos. It drew New Orleans native 
Louis Armstrong there in the 1920s, 
playing with Oliver’s Creole Jazz 
Band, while white bandleader Benny 
Goodman teamed up with Gene Krupa 
to forge an equally distinctive sound. 
Nat King Cole was raised in Chicago 
too, tinkling the ivories in the city’s 
clubs before launching the singing 
career which made his name.

Chicago is also the place where the 
blues went electric. In the 1940s the 
likes of Howlin’ Wolf, Bo Diddley and 
Muddy Waters plugged in their 
guitars and duly roughed up the  
Delta blues, putting a dirtier, 
grittier spin on the mournful  
sound of the South.

Arguably, without Chicago’s 
seminal club the Warehouse,  
dance music and EDM would  
be a very different beast. This 
sweaty space was set up in  
1976 as a private “juice bar”  
where Chicagoans of all  
sexual orientations and  
races could drench themselves  
in the hedonistic sound  
of disco.  

It’s also where, a decade  
later, legendary DJs such as  
Farley “Jackmaster” Funk and  
Frankie Knuckles played the first 
house records, such as Marshall 
Jefferson’s Move Your Body, 
prompting a generation  
to “jack their bodies” across  
the world.

Being the home of uber-hip 
Pitchfork Media and the festival 
institution that is Lollapalooza, 
Chicago is a wellspring of vaguely 
“alternative” music too. 

Everyone from Liz Phair and 
Ministry to Tortoise and Wilco  
honed their chops here, with a 
vibrant scene that first flourished 
around the time of grunge and 
continues to bloom today.

The Windy City’s vibrant and world-renowned music scene 
owes its fame and success to the railway heritage that  
brought together a melting pot of talent, says Jools Stone

C

Bright spots 
Clockwise from  
top, jazz is a huge 
draw; on the roof  
of the Robey Hotel; 
Lou Mitchell’s 
historic diner; 
Lollapalooza  
Music Festival

S O U L  T R A I N

Chicago 
musicians 
roughed up 
the Delta 
blues, putting 
a grittier spin 
on the sound 
of the South

6
H Y D E  PA R K

Culturally diverse Hyde 
Park on Chicago’s South 
Side brims with culture  
in one of the city’s most 
historic districts. Site of the 
1893 World’s Columbian 
Exposition that helped put 
Chicago on the map, and 
more recently known for 
being the former home 
neighbourhood of 
President Barack Obama, 
the district is sandwiched 
between two of the city’s 
most gorgeous parks: 
Jackson and Washington. 
So whether you’re 
spending the day at  
57th Street Beach, touring 
the Museum of Science 
and Industry, right, or 
catching a hip-hop show  
at The Promontory, you 
will never be bored.


